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FADE IN:

EXT. TREE – DAY
It is a bright day. No clouds in the sky and life around pulse vivid.

    KEVAIN (OS)
    Hey, Thon, wake up you lazy!
    THON (OS)
    (snoring)
    Hmm...Zzzz...Hmm...

Kevain, the lizard, is on the branch shaking his mate lizard Thon, that is belly up scattered sleeping.

    KEVAIN
    Come on, we are late, lazy!

Thon continues snoring in a deep sleep. Kevain pushes him strong...

Thon looses his balance and falls down the branch to the ground...

    THON
    Aaaahhh!

Thon bumps on the ground raising some dust!

    KEVAIN
    Woops!

EXT. POND – DUSK
Kevain and Thon are on the edge of the pond. They are using tuxedo!

Thon watches himself on the water as if was a mirror.

    KEVAIN
    C’mon, Thon! We are late...
    THON
    (fixing the tie)
    One more second...
    KEVAIN
    (pulling Thon)
    Now!

The two walk towards the pathway where is a black limo parked.

EXT. GRAUMAN'S CHINESE THEATRE – NIGHT
A noisy crowd takes place in front of the theater as lots of
paparazzi are trying to take their best shot of the stars.
The black limo arrives. The driver comes out and opens the
doors. Kevain and Thon get out.
The fans shout their names!

THE FANS
KEVAIN! THON! KEVAIN! THON!

Kevain and Thon look around, delighted.

KEVAIN
Wow!

THON
Cool!
The paparazzi rush to take pictures of Kevain and Thon as
they walk towards the red carpet!
The fans call their attention!

FAN #1
I love you, Thon!

FAN #2
Be my man, Kevain!

FAN #3
I want to have a little lizard
with you, Thon!

One of the fans faints!

Kevain and Thon stop for official pictures.

THON
It’s very cool, isn’t it,
Kevain?

KEVAIN
Oh, yeah, Thon... Smile, smile,
dude.

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH!
Stars, pros, directors, proctologists and many other people
related to the movie industry pass by them.

PRO
Hi guys!

THON
Hey, Francis!

PROCTOLOGIST
I see you, Kevain!

KEVAIN
No way, doc!
STAR #1
Hey, guys. Congratulations!

KEVAIN
Thanks, Martin!

THON
(whispering)
He was very good in that series as president wasn’t he? Why doesn’t he become candidate to the presidency? Reagan did, come now!

KEVAIN
Look, Will is waving to us...

Kevain and Thon wave back.

Another star approaches them.

STAR #2
Congratulations, guys! We love you, nuts!

Kevain and Thon roll their eyes!

STAR #3
You are great, guys!

KEVAIN
Thanks, Jack...

THON
We appreciate that, Jack.
Thanks!

Nearby, a pretty and sensual star whispers to Jack.

PRETTY STAR
Hey, Jack, you are close those two, aren’t you?

JACK
Yeah, kid, I am...

PRETTY STAR
Could you introduce me Kevain tonight...

JACK
Sure, kid...They use to say he is a sex machine...

PRETTY STAR
Wow!

Thon pulls Kevain close to him.
THON
Look, Thon, that pretty and sensual woman that is talking with Jack is Gwyneth isn’t it?

KEVAIN
Yes, she is.

THON
She is hot, isn’t she?

KEVAIN
Very hot!

Another star passes by them. This time is a man...

STAR #3
(punching their backs hard)
Hey, dudes!

KEVAIN
(filling his back)
Ahhh! Hey, Russel!

Russel Crowe pretends to play boxes with them

THON
I will put you in the corner, sissy!

Russel doesn’t like Thon’s comment.

KEVAIN
(grabbing Thon by the collar)
Are you crazy?...He is kidding, Russel!

Russel changes his mood and smile to them.

RUSSEL CROWE
I have to go to kick some asses out there...See you guys!

Russel walks way.

KEVAIN
Are crazy, idiot?! He would smashed both of us with one hand!

THON
Or kicked our asses...

KEVAIN
That’s right!

A lady and a boy that are smashed on the crowd call them.
LADY
Kevain! Thon! Give us an autograph, please!

Kevain and Thon approach them.

THE LADY
My son here is your fan! He collects everything with your names: albums, stamps, toys, games, t-shirts...
(grabbing the boy by the collar)
...Look, guys, my son Bert here is wearing a t-shirt with your names...

Bert shows, proudly, Kevain and Thon’s draw printed on the T-shirt.

KEVAIN
Okay, here we go...

The lady turns abruptly Bert back to Kevain and Thon. They begin to write their names on the T-shirt back.

Two SHOTS are heard!

BAM, BAM!

THE LADY
(screaming in terror)
Ahhhh! Help us!

The people run in no direction.
The body-guards get in action and jump to protect Kevain and Thon!

THON
Oh, my god!

KEVAIN
Be calm!

The guy that shot tries to leave the place, but the cops catch him.
The guy holds a poster with Thon pictured on it. He is naked together with an Asian woman also naked. A big red cross crosses the picture and is written:

OUT WITH THE DIRT CARTOONS!
The cops took the guy out of the place and the situation seems to be under control now.

A staff member signals them to get in the theater.

Kevain and Thon join the others stars and they enter in the
theater.

INT. GRAUMAN'S CHINESE THEATRE – NIGHT
The theatre is crowded inside.
Lots of elegant and beautiful people seem to be excited waiting the opening ceremony.
Kevain and Thon are sitting nearby others stars.

THON
(waving to someone)
Hey!

KEVAIN
What’s that?

THON
Ben.

KEVAIN
(waving)
Hi, Ben!
(whispering)
He is pissed off with me because I stole his girl...

THON
Who? Jennifer Lopez?

KEVAIN
That’s right...Look at his false smiling...

THON
Yeah...very false...Look, look, Kevain...

KEVAIN
What’s, now?!

THON
Mushu...

KEVAIN
Who?!

THON
Mushu, the Mulan’s little dragon...

KEVAIN
Oh, yeah, it is him! He is here just to see us!

Both of them wave to Mushu and the little dragon waves back to them.
Kevain and Thon notice in the other side the auditorium, Tom and Jerry, Tweet, Mickey, Donald, Pluto, Bambi, Pinocchio, Woody Woodpecker, Top Cat gangue, Pixar’s people and lot of characters from the cartoons...

**KEVAINE**
Look out there! Can and Philistine too...

**THON**
Where?

**KEVAINE**
In the line near by George Lucas...
(waving)
Wave to them, Thon, wave to them all...

**THON**
(waving)
Hey, George! Hey Can! Hey Philistine!

**THON**
The fellas from Budweiser’s ad came too...Louis, Frank and the Ferret! Cool!

The master of the ceremony enters on the stage!
It is SNAGGLEPUSS. He goes to the stage center.
The audience applauds him.

**SNAGGLEPUSS**
Entrance stage right! Thanks, thanks, thanks!

The audience stops to applaud.

**SNAGGLEPUSS (CONT.)**
Hollywood gives us Abbot and Costello, Oliver and Hardy, Auggie Doggie and Doggie Daddy, Yogi and Boo Boo Bear...By the way, Will Hanna and Joe Barbera, Tom and Jerry, Clinton and Lewinsky...

He is interrupted by applauses and laughs...
Snagglepuss signals to stop the applauses. The audience obeys...

**SNAGGLEPUSS**
Okay, okay... Tonight is a special night for all of us and
for all entertaining industry.
The academy will award one the
most famous couple of the
movie’s history...But before we
will listen to SHAKIRA! Exit
stage left!

Snagglepuss exits stage left as the spot-lights illuminate
Shakira. She is on the back to the audience.
She start singing and of course, shaking her bottom!
SHAKE TO RIGHT! SHAKE TO LEFT! SHAKE TO FRONT! SHAKE TO BACK!

THON
Wow, that bum kills me!

Shakira turns to the audience and continues shaking her
hip...She moves shaking to the edge to the stage and winks to
Thon!

THON
Kevain, she winked at me,
dude...

KEVAIN
It is too much sand for your
little truck, dude!

THON
(pointing to other side)
Look out there, Kevain...

KEVAIN
Wow!

Godzilla is sitting bended to avoid touching the ceiling.

THON
How could Godzilla got in?

THON
It is Hollywood, man! They do
everything!

INT. GRAUMAN'S CHINESE THEATRE – LATER

The audience is laughing with the last Robin Williams
imitation!

ROBIN WILLIAMS
Okay, now we invite one of the
most famous guys in the universe
of the cartoons...
Laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaadies and
gentlemen...Mickey Mouse...

The audience gets crazy applauding Mickey Mouse that enters
in the stage.
He goes to the center of the stage and waits to the audience stop applauding.
He bows to the audience.
  
MICKEY MOUSE
  Thanks, guys! Thanks. Now...

The audience continues applauding...
  
MICKEY MOUSE
  Thanks. That way you make me emotional...Thanks! Now, please...

The audience stops.
  
MICKEY MOUSE
  Tonight, I have a great pleasure to be here to homage these guys...They ride trough out of a hard road till here, but their talent and charisma brings them to this night and we all in the movie business are proud to be here to homage them...Ladies and gentlemen I have a pleasure to ask to come to the stage...KEVAIN and THON!

The audience falls down!
Kevain and Thon rise and wave to the auditorium.
The audience applauds more than never the two, calling their names aloud as they can!
Kevain and Thon move to the stage. They climb it fast as they can and join Mickey Mouse.
They embrace friendly and emotionally.
The audience gets up and applauds enthusiastically!
PENELOPE PITSTOP enters holding two golden statuettes.
She gives them to Kevain and Thon. They kiss each other and leave followed by Mickey Mouse, the stage.
  
KEVAIN
  Thanks!
  
THON
  Thanks!

The audience continues applauding...
KEVAIN
Thanks...please sit down...

THON
Yeah, put your asses on your seats!
The audience laughs and applauds!

KEVAIN
(looking at Thon)
This is my partner!
The audience laughs and applauds!

THON
Glue your dirty bottoms on the seats, you mothers fucker!
Silence!

THON
What?! If it was Chris Rock you all would laugh, huh?!
The audience cracks up!

KEVAIN
Okay, okay, his was kidding. Well, all we do in this time was kidding!
The audience applauds again!

KEVAIN
I want thank the people that were important to our carrier...

THON
Yeah. That’s right. All of them were. Also we want thank to our fans around the planet that have us as a reference of life...

KEVAIN
I’ve to say thanks to Don Boose and the SimplyScripts members no exception at all.

THON
Thanks, Don! Thanks, fellas!

KEVAIN
Now a special thanks to our dear creator...The man that brought us two to life...

Cannon light illuminates where Messy is!
He is unfashionable dressed.
The audience applauds!

KEVAIN
(whispering)
I don't know where this guy buys his clothes...

THON
The same place Cher's!

Messy stands up and bows to the audience.

KEVAIN
Thanks Messy!

THON
Thanks Messy! Hey, next time ask John Deep where he buys his clothes!

KEVAIN
(rolling eyes)
Oh, god!

The audience laughs as John Deep that is on the first line seats, doesn't like the joke and shows, discreetly, his finger to them.

KEVAIN
(changing the subject)
Okay, so. We say thank to everyone that help us in this journey...

Two pretty women enter bringing a bottle of champagne and two glasses with them...They are the writers Breanne Holifield and Pia Tomson.

Kevain, Thon, Breanne and Pia kiss each other.

Breanne and Pia give the two glasses and the champagne to them and exit the stage.

Thon looks at Breanne bottom as she gets out!

KEVAIN
Hey, hey, you pervert! Get to celebrate!

Like formula one, Kevain shakes the bottle and spray the liquid to the audience in front of them. Next fills the glasses and drink!

KEVIN & THON
(pointing the glasses to the audience)
CHEERS, EVERYONE!
Kevain begins to spray the champagne in Thon’s face that tries to avoid it...

THON
No, stop it!

EXT. POND - DAY

THON
What! What! Stop, stop!
Thon tries to clean his face from water spray...

KEVAIN
Come on, wake up!

Kevain shakes Thon throwing more water on him.

THON
Stop! I’m waking. Wow!

KEVAIN
What?

THON
What happened?

KEVAIN
You dropped from the branch and fainted! Right, now let’s go!

THON
Wait, wait... I had a strange dream...

KEVAIN
I know.

THON
You know?! How could you know?

KEVAIN
You are a sleep-talker, dumb!

THON
No! I talk while I am sleeping?

KEVAIN
That’s right... And you have been in love with Shakira, I suppose...

THON
Oh, yeah... Her shakes killed me...

KEVAIN
I saw that...
THON
No way...I didn’t it!

KEVAIN
You did...
(shaking his hip imitating)
Shake, shake, shake...

THON
Stop!

KEVAIN
Okay. Now, come on, let’s go. We are late to the essay...

They move toward the pathway...

THON (VO)
I don’t like to essay...

KEVAIN (VO)
We have to...Otherwise we don’t get in the show business...

THON (VO)
But, I don’t like ballet, Kevain...You know...

KEVAIN (VO)
Shut up, Thon!

THON (VO)
But, Kevain...

KEVAIN (VO)
You heard about Rudolf Nureyev?

THON (VO)
Ru, what?!

KEVAIN (VO)
Forget...

The two disappear inside the bushes...

FADE OUT